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Abstract. A three-dimensionalfluid descriptionof nonlinear lower hybrid waves
is investigatedin the context of plasma density depletions. The objective is a
basic understandingof lower hybrid solitary structuresassociatedwith transverse
ion acceleration in the topside auroral ionosphere. The equations are linearized
about a parabolic density depletion and solved. The solution consistsof potential

structures(eigenfunctions)
whichrotate in angleabout the centerof the density
depletion.The eigenfrequencies
are discretefor Iwl • w•. Theseeigenfunctions
rotate in a left-handedsenseabout the geomagneticfield and the solutionsfall off
exponentially outside the density depletion. The eigenfrequencies
are continuous

for Iwl • w•a and kz • 0 but becomediscretefor kz - 0 in agreementwith previous
two-dimensional
results[Seyler,1994].Simulations
of the full nonlinearsystemare
performed,and rotating eigenmodesare extracted from the spectrum. The results
agreewith the analytic resultsobtained from the linearizedequations. The spectral
propertiesof a lowerhybrid solitary structurefrom the TOPAZ III soundingrocket
are reexamined and found to be consistentwith theoretical predictions for lower
hybrid waves trapped within a density depletion as presented herein. A local
wavelet frequency-wavenumber
spectrum is constructedfrom data taken by moving
an interferometerthrough a simulation at a typical rocket velocity. The results
comparefavorablywith the local frequency-wavenumber
spectrumof a lowerhybrid
solitary structureobservedby the TOPAZ II! soundingrocket.
1.

phenomena was also observed in the TOPAZ II data

Introduction

(TopsideProbeof the AuroralZone).Thispayloadwas
Lower hybrid solitary structures(LHSS) have pre- alsounsuccessful
in demonstratinga correspondence
besented a theoretical challengesincetheir identification tweenLHSS and TAI. The TOPAZ III soundingrocket
by Lebelleet el. [1986]on the MARIE sounding
rocket. [Arnoldyet al., 1992;Kintner et al., 1992; Vagoet al.,
Frequently,burstsof transverselyaccelerated
ions(TAI) 1992]providedthe firstcomprehensive
analysisof LHSS
are observedconcurrently
with LHSS [Arnoldyet el., and TAI. These observations were able to demonstrate
1992; Kintner et el., 1992; Vego et el., 1992; Lynch a definitive correspondencebetween LHSS and the ob-

et el., 1996]. This suggested
that LHSS may be a

source of the ion conic distribution

servations

of TAI.

functions observed in

Interferometricanalysis[Vego et el., 1992]of the
the magnetosphere
andionosphere
[Shelleyet el., 1976; wavedata showedthat the wavelengthof the wavesdeSherpet el., 1977;Klumper,1979;Horowitz,1980].
creasedwithin the LHSS and the phaseangle-frequency
The MARIE observationsidentified the LHSS phe-

relationship had characteristicssimilar to the theoret-

nomena(termed"spikelets"
by Lebelleet el. [1986]) ical dispersionrelation for homogeneous
lower hybrid
and noted coincidental evidence of TAI in the same al(LH) waves. Additionally,the interferometricanaly-

titude range. However, becauseof instrumental limi- sis demonstratedthat the wave power extended below
tations this payload was unable to demonstrate a di- the normally sharp cutoffof the ambient lower hybrid
rect relationshipbetweenLHSS and the TAI. The same resonance(LHR) within the LHSS events. This indi-

cated that waveswere propagatingbelow the ambient

1Laboratoryof Plasma Studies,Cornell University,Ithaca, LHR within the LHSS event. Because of the limitations
New York. 2Schoolof ElectricalEngineering,
CornellUniversity,
Ithaca, New York. SCentreNationalde la Recherche
Scientifique, of the cross-Fourierspectral methods used, it was imOrleans, France.
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possibleto differentiatebetweengeophysicaland payload generatedwavesoccurringin the samefrequency
regime.

The Langmuirproberespondeddramaticallyto several of the LHSS eventsrecordinglarge drops in the
6935
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probe current. This responsesuggesteddeepdensityde-
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density
fluctuation
leading
to positive
feedback
orself-

pletionswhichin somecasesapproachedan 80% change -focusingof the LH waves. This mechanismleadsto a
measure relative to the background. However, ques- completedescriptionof the quasineutraldensityfluctutions regardingthe validity of the Langmuirprobemea- ations and the strongelectricfield enhancement.
surementshave been raisedby subsequentobservations
Although initial experimentalobservationsseemedto

[Ergunet al., 1994,1995].Similarphenomena
havealso be consistent with the collapse of LH wave packets
beenobserved
by the Vikingsatellite[Blocket al., 1987; [Chang,1993]there appearto be difficultieswith the
Potteletteet al., 1988,1992]at an altitudeof 5800-6000 collapse
theories.First,the MusherandSturman[1975]
km in the sourceregionfor auroral kilometric radiation

equations are based on the balance between the par-

(AKR). However,in this casethe burstsof broadband allel electron ponderomotive force and the slow-mode
electrostaticnoisewere correlatedwith the gradientsof electric field and pressure. Therefore these equations
small-scale(10 km) densityenhancements.The Freja are inapplicable in two dimensionsperpendicular to the

the col[Erikssonet al., 1994;Dovneret al., 1994]satellitere- magneticfield [Seyler,1994]but may describe
lapseof LH wavesin quasi-twodimensions
[Tam and
Chang,1995]. A statisticalanalysisof LHSSobserved
by the Freja satelliteIPScsellet al., 1996]concluded

ported a direct correlation between LHSS and density
depletionsof 1-10% at an altitude of 1700 km. Additionally, multiprobe measurementsof the plasma density demonstratedthat the plasma depletionswere stationary in the plane normal to the magneticfield with
respect to the ambient plasma. Collectively,these observationsindicate that LHSS are a robust phenomena
occurringin the nightsideaurorain a heightrangefrom
500 to 6000 km and the events are conspicuouslyassociated with density gradients.
Severaltheorieshavebeenproposedfor the origin and
evolution of the LHSS and the associatedTAI. Chang

that LH collapsewasan unlikely scenariobecauseof the
pronounceddiscrepanciesbetween the time and length
scalespredicted by the collapsemodels and those ob-

servedin the data. Finally,Robinson
et al. [1996]com-

paredthe densitydepletionsobservedby Freja, TOPAZ
III, and Viking with quantitative calculationsbasedon
the balancebetweenkinetic and ponderomotivepressures.Robinsonet al. [1996]concluded
that the predictions of the collapsemodelswere inconsistentwith the
andCoppi[1981]demonstrated
that lowerhybridwaves observeddepthof the densitydepletions.Furthermore,
are capableof producing transverselyacceleratedions. the collapsemodelspredict densityenhancements
and
This mechanismrequiresan energetic(at least I eV) depletionswith equalprobability,whereasonly depleion population for efficient resonantinteraction with the tions were observedby Freja and TOPAZ III.
high phase velocity lower hybrid wavesexcited by auRecent analysisof data collectedby the Auroral Miroral electrons.Unfortunately,the densityof energetic crophysicsand Ion Conics:Investigationof Spaceand
ions in typical auroral plasmas is too small to account Time (AMICIST) [Pin,onet al., 1997]and Physics
of

for the observedfluxesof TAI [Rettereret al., 1986; Auroral ZoneElectronsII (PHAZE II) (Bonnellet. al.
Chang,1993]. Rettereret al. [1986]proposed
a non- submittedmanuscript1997) soundingrocketshas prolinear two time-scalemodel capableof efficientlyheating low energyion populationswith linearly excitedLH

vided new details about the electric field structure of

waves. This one-dimensional

tion for the nine LHSS events observed on AMICIST

model described the cou-

pling of high-frequencylower hybrid oscillationsto a
slow quasineutral density responsesimilar to the Za-

LHSS. A local frequency-wavenumber
spectralestimawas constructed.After dividingan event into two equal

time segments,
Pinqonet al. [1997]determined
that the

kharov[1972]equations
whichdescribe
the dynamics
of componentof phasevelocityparallel to the interferomcoupledLangmuir and ion acousticwaves. This mech- eter reversed direction as the rocket crossed the cenanism producesshort wavelength, low phase velocity ter of the event. This demonstrated that these LHSS
modes through the parametric decay of a monochro- were composedof wave modeswith frequenciesabove
matic LH pump wave.
the ambientLHR whichrotatedin a right-handedsense
The two timescale analysiswas extended to two and about the magnetic field. These observationsare conthree dimensions
by Shapiroet al. [1993,1995]
based sistentwith a model (presentedin section2.1 of this
on the collapse
theoriesof MusherandSturman[1975] paper) of nonlinearLH phenomena.Additionally,this
and Sotnikovet al. [1978]. The collapsetheoriespre- model predicts that for frequenciesbelow the ambient
dict that LH wave packetsare modulationally unstable
in severaldimensionsand will undergo a nonlinear cascade to high spatial wavenumber until the processis
arrested at the dissipativelength scalethrough a Landau resonancewith the ions. The lower hybrid waves
are nonlinearly focusedinto the quasineutral density

LHR, LH wavesin a density depletion rotate in a left-

handedsenseaboutthe magneticfield. Unfortunately,
thesewavemodeswerecorruptedby payloademissions
on the AMICIST flight. However,preliminaryanalysis(Bonnellet. al. submittedmanuscript1997)of the
PHAZE II soundingrockethasdeterminedthe absolute

depletions(or enhancements).This intensifiesthe lo- sense of rotation of wave modes below the LHR. These
cal electricfield enhancingthe ponderomotivepressure. results indicate that wave modes below the LHR rotate
The ponderomotivepressureenhancesthe quasineutral in a left-handedsenseaboutthe magneticfieldand wave
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modes above the LHR rotate in a fight-handed sense
about the magnetic field in agreementwith the theoretical predictionsand AMICIST observations.
This paper will examine the properties of the electrostatic

modes which exist below the LHR in LHSS.

Section 2 presentsa theoretical model for nonlinear LH
phenomena. This three-dimensional model is the ba-
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ture and mi is the ion mass. These scales are short

by comparisonto the inferred parallel length of the
structureswhichis certainlyfew hundredtimes ps and

probablya few thousandtimesps [Vagoet al., 1992].
Additionally,lowerhybridwavespropagatenearlyper-

pendicular
to the magnetic
field(k./k•_ ~ v/me/mi).

This justifiesthe useof a reduceddescriptionwherethe
gradientsparallelto the magneticfieldare neglectedin
Pin,on et al. [1997]. The equationsare linearized comparisonto gradientsperpendicularto the magnetic
about a parabolicdensitydepletionand the eigenfunc- field. However,the parallel gradientof the electronvetions are found. The eigenfunctionswhich have a fre- locity in the continuityequationand the parallel graquencyabovethe lowerhybridresonance
(LHR) extend dient of the •bin the electronmomentumequationare
to infinity and the potentialstructuresrotate in a right- retainedto allowthe propagationof lowerhybridwaves
-handedsenseabout the magneticfield. The eigen- along the magneticfield.
The ions are essentiallyunmagnetized,compressible,
functionswhich have a frequencybelowthe LHR are
"trapped"within the densitydepletionand the poten- linear,andcoldon thesescalesandmaybe described
by
tial structure rotates in a left-handed sense about the a velocity potential u•i- V•_X. These approximations
magnetic field. Section 3 discussesnumerical simula- yield the followingequationsfor the evolution of the
tions of the full nonlinear system. Severalindividual ions:
eigenfunctions
are examinedby filteringthe frequency
Otni-- -no V•LX,
(la)
spectrum.The numericalnonlinearbehaviorisin agreee
ment with the linear normal mode description. FiOtX - --- •,
(lb)
sis for the results discussed here and in the work of

nally, section 4 reexaminesevent I from the TOPAZ

mi

III sounding
rocket[Vagoet al., 1992]. Usinga fast
• istheelectrostatic
potential
(/• - -V•) and
wavelettransformtechnique
[Pin•onet al., 1997],the where

plasmadensity.
local frequency-wavenumber
spectrumof this event is n0 is the homogeneous
The
electrons
are
magnetized
on thesescalesand the
compared with the spectrum constructedfrom an inperpendicular
motion
of
the
electron
fluid is dominated
terferometermovingthrougha numericalsimulationat
by
the
electric
drift
across
the
magnetic
field, modified
a typical rocketvelocity.
by polarizationcorrections

2. Theory of Rotating LHSS
The fundamentalequationsare the two-fluid equations with cold ions and isotropic,isothermalelectrons.
This complicated
descriptionis considerably
simplified
by making approximationsbasedon the timescaleand
lengthscaleof interest. The observedsignatureof lower
hybrid solitarystructures(LHSS) is a burst of waves
nearthe locallowerhybridresonance
(LHR). The asso-

• x V•_•

(lc)

Bo

+ flee
1Bo[

+

(•xBo
V•_•
ßV•)V• ,

where

c• - •-

•n•,

•,o e

and ne is the electrondensity. The parallel electron

ciatedelectric
fieldis p•redominantly
perpendicular
to momentum

the geomagnetic
field B = B0 • and hasa wavelength
much shorterthan the ambient electromagnetic
skin

equation

• x V•_O

Otv
+ Bo ßV•_v
-

depth,•e= C/•pe,wherec is thespeed
of lightand•pe

e
me

Ozq•, (ld)

is the electronplasmafrequency.The shortwavelength
nature of the electricfieldssuggests
that the LHSS are is necessaryfor the correct representation of threepredominantlyan electrostaticphenomena. Therefore -dimensionallower hybrid waves. The parallel elec-

the electromagnetic
effectsconsidered
by Seyler[1994] tron inertia is as important as the ion inertia when
are neglected.
kz/k•_ >_v/me/mi. Undertheseapproximations
the
2.1.

Electrostatic

Model

of LHSS

electron density evolvesaccordingto the continuity
equation

The angular frequencyof interest for LHSS is approximatelythe magnetizedlower hybrid angularfre-

quency
fl = v/flci'flce,
whereficais theioncyclotron

OfF
+ • xB0Vx•b.
VxF- -noOzv, (le)

frequencyand flceis the electroncyclotronfrequency. whereonly the leadingordernonlinearityhasbeenreThe perpendicularspatial scalesassociatedwith LHSS

phenomena
areon the orderof the ion soundgyroradius

ps= v/kTe/rni/fli, whereTeis the electron
tempera-

tained and

F- ne+ menoV•_•b
e
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is the density of electron guiding centersmodified by quite good for perpendicularwavelengthsgreater than
polarizationcorrections.The dynamicsof the two fluids electrongyroradiusand smallerthan the electromagare coupledthrough the electrostaticpotential which is netic skin depth.
determined from a reduced Poisson'sequation
The systemis linearized about a cylindrically symmetric quasi-neutralequilibrium density of the form
e

V•_•o
- • (he
- hi).

(lf)

r--rti
--"e
--{ "0[1+A(1-r2la2)]
r<a,(4)

ft0
T > a,
Again, the parallel gradients have been neglectedto
reflect the reducedgeometryappropriateto the propa- where A < 0 is the depth of the equilibrium density
gation of lower hybrid waves. This approximationalso profile relative to the backgrounddensity. Assuming
eliminatesthe higher-frequencyphenomenaassociated rotating solutionsof the form

with Langmuirwaves.The electroncontinuity(le) and
Poisson'sequation (10 correct the quasineutralelectromagneticmodel[Seyler,1994]for nonneutraleffects

• (r, O,z, t) = • (r) exp[i (m 0 + kzz - cot)]

(5)

associatedwith propagationin an subcritical plasma Equations(3) become

wherecope
< f•ce.Linearization
of (1) withina homoge-

-i co
fti -- --1•0
•21X,

neousinfinite plasmayieldsthe lowerhybrid dispersion

-icox = ---go,

relation

co••"CObH
(1+ Rk•2/k•),

(2a)

-i coF + i mno•l

Bo •o- -i nokzv,

copi

(6c)

e

(2b)

-i cov = i -- kz go,
me

e

•2• _ __
(heis the lower hybrid resonance,copiis the ion plasma
e0
frequency,copeis the electronplasmafrequency,R =
mi/me, kz is the wavevectoralongthe magneticfield, where(4) relatesF to ne and •o,
and k• is the wave vector in the plane normal to the
magneticfield.

2.2. Rotating
Depletion

(6b)

mi

where

fl•e 2

(6a)

e

fti),

(6d)

(6e)

•__1d(d) m
2
rl0
>a.
2A/a
2rr <
a,

Eigenmodes in a Density

Subsequentsections examine the three-dimensional

rotating
eigenmodes
ofcylindrical
density
depletion
withEquations
(6)arecombined
toobtain
thewave
equation

a parabolic
profile.
Seyler
[1994]
considered
thetwo-(Helmholtz
equation)
dimensionaleigenmodesand found bound statesfor frequenciesabove and below the lower hybrid frequency.
This anomalous

behavior

is due to the resonant nature

of two dimensional LH oscillationsand is rectified by
consideringfinite wavenumbersparallel to the magnetic
field. The equationsof section2.1 are simplifiedby consideringa cold plasma.

Otni-- -no V•_X,
mi

OfF+

•xVñ•

ßVñ r - -no Ozv,

V}• -

me

0•o,

me no

(7b)

The continuity of the kequency • and parallel wave
at r - a

(3c)
(3d)

k2_

•2__
CO2LH
R(k'•
- 2Amcolacea
•)
co2
__
CO2LH T<a,
2

2

k•--co•
WLH
-_Rkz
•

r > a.

(7c)

__e
eo(fte--fti), (3e) Equation(7c) definesthe local dispersionrelationsin-

where

F-ne +

d•+_
dr2 r •r + k• - '•- • - O.

(3b)

e

ßV]_v -

or equivalently,Bessel'sequation

must be discontinuous

•o,

-o

(3a) vectorkz acrossr - a impliesthat the eigen•ue k2

e

OtX - --•xV•

+

V•_•.

sideand outsidethe densitycavity.For k• > 0 the radial solutionh• wavelike(propagating)
characteristics.

Fork• < 0 theradialsolution
h• emnescent
(decaying)

behavior. Analysisof the full eigenmlueproblemwith
The polarizationcorrectionto the densityis dependent boundaryand continuityconditionsdeterminesthe •only on the electrostaticpotential q0,in the coldapprox- lowed eigenfrequencies.This treatment is deferred to
imation. This cold electrostaticplasma assumptionis section 2.4.
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negativefrequencieswhichsatisfy--COLH
< CO• COrn
• 0.
Thus, below the LHR only left-handedwavesmay propThe generalspectralpropertiesof LHSS are revealed agate within the densitydepletion. Below the LHR the
througha plot of the radialeigenvalue
k2, versuscoin right-handedwavesdecayboth inside and outside the
theinterior(k2 - 72) andexterior(k2 - k]_)of the densitydepletionand are forbidden. Clearly, the specdensitydepletion. A plot for the m - 1 solutionsis trum of states which exist below the ambient LHR are
shownin Figure 1. The senseof rotation is determined left-handed and decay exponentially outside the denfromthe relativesignsof coandm. Using(5) and choos- sity depletionand are bound stateswith finite energy
ing m > 0, the sign of the frequencydeterminesthe per unit length along the magneticfield.
direction of the azimuthal phase velocity: the negative
frequencysolutionsrotate in a left-handedsenseabout 2.4. Solution of the Eigenvalue Problem
the magneticfield and the positivefrequencysolutions
The discussionof the eigenvalueproblem is restricted
rotate in a right-handedsenseabout the magneticfield.
to
density depletionsA < 0 and m > 0 for the sakeof
Both the interior and exterior solutions exhibit resobrevity. Equivalent results may be obtained for m •
nancebehavior
(k2 -• oo)at theLHRwherethereis 0 becausethe dispersionrelations (7c) are invariant
distinct changein their character. It is convenientto

2.3. Spectral Properties of LHSS

referto solutions
with co2> co•.n
as "abovethe lower with respectto the transformation(co,m) =• (-co,-m)
hybridresonance"
andsolutions
withco2< co•nas"be- which preservesthe senseof rotation about the maglow the lower hybrid resonance."

neticfield. A densityenhancement
(A > 0) leadsto an

propagateoutsidethe densitydepletionabovethe LHR.

changesthe senseof rotation about the magnetic field.

2.3.1. Above the LHR: •o2 > •o2ti.
i . Theexte- exchangeof the results for left and right-handed waves
rior eigenvalue
is always
positive
(k]_> 0) for co•'> since the dispersionrelations are invariant with respect
•o•n. Therefore
bothleft andright-handed
solutionsto the transformation(A, co,m) =• (-A,-co, m) which
Becauseof the discontinuous
nature of (7) at r -- a,
(7a)
is
solved
independently
in
the two regionsr < a
only for positive frequenciesco > WUn. Thus, above
andr )a
the LHR only right-handedwavespropagatewithin the
density depletion. Above the LHR the left-handed
<
(s)
wavesdecay (evanesce)within the density depletion.
r)a,
C
+V
This suggests
that thesemode shouldbe interpretated

However,
the interioreigenvalue
is positive(72> 0)

- I AJm+

where Jm is a Bessel function of the first kind and Nm

as reflected states.

is a Neumann

function

or Bessel function

of the sec-

2.3.2. Belowthe LHR: •o2 • •o2ti.
i . Theexterior ond kind. The solution• (r) and its first derivative
eigenvalue
is always
negative
(k•_< 0) forco2< COLH
d• (r)/dr must be continuousacrossr -- a since(7a)
and the solution is evanescentoutside the depletion.

is second order in r.

Furthermore, the solution must

However,
theinterior
eigenvalue
ispositive
(72< 0) for be regularat the origin and zero at infinity. There are
five parameters for the general solution: the four coefficientsA - D and the eigenfrequency
co. Three of the

coefficients
and the eigenfrequency
may by usedto sat-

lOO

isfy the boundaryand continuityconditions.One of the
coefficients
A- D remainsundeterminedbecause(7a)
is homogeneous.Followingthe discussionin section2.3
the spectrumdividesneatly into scatteringstateswhere

5o

co2) CObH
andboundstateswhereco2• COBH'
2.4.1. Scatteringstates w2 > W2nH
' Forfre•

quenciesabovethe LHR the solutionto (7) takesthe

o

form

Jm(7
(kñr)
f') -[-ONm (kñ f') f'
•(r)- I CAJm
r•> a.a, (9a)

-50

Sinceboth Jm and Nm satisfy the boundary condition
• (r -• oo) - 0, the coefficientsC and D may be used
to satisfy the continuity conditionsat r - a:

-10o
o

-1

-•

•l

•

1

C
A

7J•m(7a)Nm (kña) - kñJm(7a)N•n(kña)
(9b)

Figure 1. Thefunction•2 (co)forr < a (dotted-d•shedD
line)andk•_(co)forr > a (dottedline)for A - -0.35,
a - 2.5ps, R kz = 1.5•'/ps, and m = 1. Right-handed
modeshave co• 0, and left-handed modes have co< 0.

- -Jm
kñJL (kña) Nm(kña) - kñJm(kña) NL (kña)
(9c)
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Clearly,the eigenfrequency
is not needed
to satisfyany 2.5. Discussion of Theory
of the continuityconditionsand remainsa •reeparamThese results indicate that the observed spectrum
eter. Thus the spectrumassociatedwith LHSS for within LHSS shouldconsistof a continuousspectrumof

w2 • w•H will be continuous.
However,
withinthe right-handedmodesabovethe LHR anda discretespec-

continuous
spectrumthereare discretepointsof "spec- trum of left-handed modes below the LHR. The continuumcontainspointsof spectralconcentration
(reso.
field is stronglyenhancedin the interior of the den- nances)
whichresultin anenhanced
electricfieldwithin
sity depletion.Theseresonances
occuronly for w • the densitydepletion. These three-dimensional
reso.
WLH=• (7•' • 0,k]_• 0) andareright-hand
rotatingnancesare vestigesof the two-dimensional
boundstates
eigenmodes.
Forw • --WLH
=• (7•'• 0,k2•• 0) the foundabovethe LHR by Seyler[1994]. The continu-

tral concentration" or "resonances"where the electric

eigenmodes
behavelike• c• Jm(i ]7]r) in the interior ousspectrumabovethe LHR may propagate
outside
of the densitydepletionand fall off rapidly as r -• 0. the densitydepletionwhereasdiscretespectrumbelow

Thesestatescorrespond
to reflectedwavesand are left- the LHR shouldbe stronglylocalizedwithin the denhandrotatingeigenmodes.
A detaileddiscussion
of the
sitydepletion.
Thediscrete
bound
states
(solid
circles)
continuum
eigenmodes
is complicated
andis deferredto andthe resonances
(opencircles)in the continuum
are
a subsequent
paperwherethe scatteringproblemwill
shownin Figure2 for the parameters
associated
with
be treated in rigorousfashion.

the simulation discussedin section3 and the experimenobservationsdiscussedin section4. Both the reso.

2.4.2. Boundstates•o2 • •o2•H.Forfrequencies
tal

belowthe LHR the solutionto (7) takesthe form

A3m
r)

• (r)= AJm
(7ran
a)Km
(•mn
r)

nancesand bound statesapproachthe LHR as either
the azimuthalm, or radial n, indicesgoesto infinity.
Thusthe resonance
behaviorof homogeneous
LH modes

r a,(10a)

isreproduced
bythecavityeigenmodes
as

However,
for lowvaluesof n, the eigenfrequency
of the
bound
states
actually
decreases
and
n
increases.
This
where•' - -k•. Thecontinuity
ofd•/dr requires
that
interesting
"dispersive"
propertyof thediscrete
bound

7ranJ• (finna) Km(•mna)
Kk
where m and n are the •imuth•
indices. This tr•scendent•

•d

(10b) stateswill be addressedagain in section4.
Observein Figure1, that the interioreigenvalue
- 0,
r•i•

relation •ll

eigen•ue
be satisfied

may be an order of magnitude larger that the exterior

eigenvalue
k• ) 0 for the samefrequency.
Thissug-

geststhat a linear mechanismmay be responsiblefor
the short-wavelengthlarge-amplitudeelectric fields asWren
(Wm ( 0 • (72 ) 0,k• (0). Thisleads
to dis- sociated with LHSS. Both of these observationsmay
cretespectrumof left-h•d rotatingmodesbelowthe be explainedthrough the scatteringof long wavelength
LHR where
VLF hiss off preexisting density depletionswhich results in the excitation of resonant cavity eigenmodes.

only for "special"kequenciesin the range --•H

wren
_ •H Am

k• •

•

WLH
Am

However, the electrostatic bound states must be ex-

citedothermechanisms.Ergunet al. [1995]haspos-

These modesfall off e•onenti•ly
respondto bound states.

• r •

•

(11)
tulated that bound or "trapped" statesmay be formed
and corby ducting LH wavesdown field-aligneddensitydepletions. Under this scenario,LH wavesare producedjust

The tw•dimension• resultsof Seyler[1994]•e re-

coveredfrom this model in the limit kz • O. For kz = O,

the eigen•nctionsfor both (9) •d (10) become

abovetheLHR byprecipitating
electrons
[Maggs,1976].
These waves propagate earthward and encounter the
densitydepletionwhich ducts the wavesto lower altitudes where the ambient

•

r -m

where

LHR

is above the wave fre-

(12a) quency. This seneriois not applicableto LHSS within
the context of the model described in this paper. It
may be demonstratedusing (7c) that left-handedLH

waves
abovethe ambient
LHR arereflected
(72• 0)
from the densitydepletion. Thereforethesewavescan-

determinesthe allowedeigenfrequencies

not be ducted to lower altitudes

to form bound states.

Bound states may be formed by local plasmafluctuations within the density depletion or by resonantcoupling to long wavelengthelectromagneticmagnetosonic
•OL•-- -2 '2
•ci 7•'nn
2 a2
fluctuationspropagatingoutsidethe densitydepletion.
(13)
The effect of the density depletion on the LH dispersion
relation can be understoodby consideringthe
Herethe plussi• corresponds
to leR-h•d modes•d
degeneracy
associatedwith propagationin the homothe minussi• corresponds
to right-h•d modes.

Lf•ci7•nna
4'1+
(
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--•LH

•LH

1
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4

Figure 2. Discreteboundstates(solidcircles)and resonances
(opencircles)in the continuum
of a LHSS with A - -0.35, a - 2.5Ps,and R kz - 1.5•'/Ps. The solidline connectsthe radial
eigenvalues
n for m - 1. The dashedline connectsthe azimuthaleigenvalues
m for n - 1.

geneous
infiniteplasma.The choiceof basisfunctions

m 1 m•i
n•e1•LH
nc.____•e
(14b)

in a homogeneous
plasmais not limited to planewaves

•b(xexp
(fz.
•-•t) . The
cylindrical
basis
functions
Note that for the m =
(• (X Jm(k_L
r) exp[i (m0 + kzz - • t)] alsofurnishan
appropriaterepresentation
of lowerhybridwaves.Here
m is the azimuthaleigenvalue
whichmay take on only
integralvalues.This basisdecomposes
the lowerhybrid fluctuationsinto traveling waveswhich rotate in

1, n = 1 eigenfunction?• a =

2.401... [Abramowitz
and Stegun,1964]. For ambient plasmaconditionsduring the TOPAZ III flight

Ft•e/•e• 3. Clearly,
theshiftdueto thedensity
gra-

dient dominates the correction due to the local LHR for
the lowest lying eigenstates.

left-handedor right-handedsenseabout the magnetic Theserotating eigenmodes
are not to be confused
fielddepending
on the relativesignsof • andm. The with electrostaticdrift waves. Although,both typesof
corresponding
dispersion
relationfor the cylindrical
ba- waves propagate essentiallyperpendicular to both the
sisfunctionsis independent
of the azimuthaleigenvalue equilibrium densitygradient and the magneticfield, the
m and remains(2). Thusboth left-handedandright- wave dynamics are completely different. Drift waves
-handed modesrotate with the same phase velocity in

require a diamagnetic current producedby the drift of

the homogeneous
infiniteplasma. The densitydeple- thermal electronsperpendicularto the densitygradient.
tion breaksthis degeneracy
by introducingan explicit This is clearly absentin the resultsobtained section2.2
dependence
on the azimuthaleigenvalue
m to the in- for a cold plasma. The physicsof LH wavesis greatly

teriordispersion
relation(•2). Thisperturbation
per-

modified by the Hall current which results from the dis-

mitsleft-handedlowerhybridwavesto propagatewithin parate responseof magnetizedelectronsand unmagnethe densitydepletionat frequencies
belowthe ambient tized ions.
LHR. In fact, the interactionof the rotatingmodewith
To illustrate the importance of the Hall current in
the densitygradientin the depletionallowspropagation the context of lower-hybrid waves, considera slab geof LH wavesbelowthe minimum LHR in the densityde-

ometry with lower hybrid wavespropagating in the •.

pletion.For a modestdensitydepletion(IAI <<1) the direction within a density gradient along :•. This probLHR at the center of the cavity is

lem will be treated in the high-densitylimit where the
transverse electron polarization current dominates the
displacement current. Therefore the quasi-neutrality
asummption is valid and V. J = 0 may be used to

•R(0)••LH1+• •pe
+Ft'c•e
+O(A2).
(laa)

The frequencyshift due to the densitygradientfor a determinethe electrostaticpotential. Using (la)-(lc)
two-dimensional
eigenfunction
is largerthan the maxi- and V. J = 0, the electrostatic potential is found to
satisfy
mum changein the local LHR if
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[0'•O•+ • O•+ (•½•IL•)0t0•] •o- 0.

(15)

the transverseplane were calculated using standard

psuedospectraltechniques
[Orszag,1971]with a genThe Hall term is (freelL,) OtOxand Ln - no/(Oyno) eralizedprime factor algorithm(GPFA) [Temperton,
is the scalelength of the equilibrium densitygradient. 1992]fast Fouriertransformalgorithm.Partialdealias-

The Hall term producesa frequency shift away from ing was implementedby truncating the spectralreprethe LHR which is observedas a differencein phase ve- sentations
outsidethe cylindricalregion[Orszag,1971]
locity between right and left propagatingwaves. The
k'z
2+ k'•- 8/9x (Nx/2)
2andcalculating
thenonlinear
shift in phase velocity is given by the Hall velocity terms on a shifted grid during the secondphaseof the

VH-- •ce/k2L,. Thelocaldispersion
relationresulting psuedoleapfrogtime advance[Seyler,1990].
from (15) is

•-

k VH

2 -4ft.

The linear kinetic dispersionrelation for the LH sur-

(16) face was calculatedusingWHAMP

This local dispersionrelation explicitly showshow the
Hall velocity breaks the degeneracybetweenleft and
right propagatingwaves.It shouldemphasizedthat the
local approximation is not valid for small k, and the
problem should be treated as an eigenvalueproblem.
However, frequencyshift due to the Hall velocity may

beestimated
asfollows:
LetL• • = A/a, whereA isthe

(Wavesin HomogeneousAnisotropicMulticomponent
Plasma)[Ronnmark, 1982]for the ambientplasmaparametersassociated with event I discussedin section 4: Bo - 0.36

G, and ion densitiesno+ - 3.9 x 103cm-3, nil+ -350cm-3 andnile+--60cm-3. Additionally,
the temperature relationsTo+ - TH+ -- THe+ -- Te - 0.3
eV were assumed. A comparisonof the kinetic dispersion relation

and the electrostatic

model discussed in

relative changein the densityacrossthe gradient and a
section 2 is shownin Figure 3. The contoursof conis the width of the changein the density. The frequency
stant frequencyare separatedby 0.5 CVLH.The abscissa
shiftis givenby &v = -k vi-i/2 = -A/Ice/2 k a. Taking is in units of kñ Po+ and the ordinate is in units of
A =-0.01, a= 10m, ka= 2•r,andflce=6x10 • s-•,the
kz Po+. The domain of wave vectorsspannedby the
frequencyshift is found to be 5f • 800 Hz. Assuming simulationregion(51 m by 51 m perpendicularto the
an O+ plasma,the magnetized
lowerhybridfrequency magneticfield and 1.8 km along the magneticfield)
flu, is 5.6 kHz for theseparameters.Clearly,evena 1%
is shaded in grey and correspondsto the plateau of
density changeover 10 m resultsin an observableshift
the dispersionsurfacefor these parameters. The kiin the frequencyfor right and left propagatingwaves.
netic dispersionsurfacehasnegligibledampingoverthe
The wavenumberdependenceof the Hall velocity shows
wavenumbersshownexceptjust above the simulation
that this effect is more important for long wavelength
region (kz Po+ ~ 0.1) wherethe LH surfacebecomes
modeswhich is evident in Figure 2.
A similar Hall velocity plays a fundamentalrole in
electron magnetohydrodynamics,which has been dis-1
cussedpreviously in beam injection problems and in
10

plasmaopeningswitches
[Kingsepet al., 1984;Rudakov
et al., 1991].It wasnotedthat magneticflux canpenetrate collisionlessplasma normal to the equilibrium

densitygradientwith velocityvs - Ctce,•/Ln,where
,•eis the collisionless
skindepthIGordeerandRudakov,
1970].The difference
betweenthisfluxpenetrationHall
velocityand the Hall velocityfor lowerhybrid wavesis

the factork•'A• dueto transverse
electron
inertiafrom
the electron polarization drift and the absenceof electromagnetic effectsin the electrostatic model.

10
-3 ';''"' :
10-5

_

ß

10-6
3. Simulation of Rotating LHSS
The full three-dimensional
dynamicalsystemin (1)
was solvedusing a mixed spectral and finite difference

algorithmon a Nx x Ny x Nz - 80 x 80 x 4 grid. The
four grids in the parallel direction were sufficientto resolvethe fundamentalparallel wavenumberusedfor all
of the eigenfunctions. The time advanceis based on

10-7
0.01

. T......, ..... •
0.1

1

. ......,•::i i
10

k•po.

Figure 3. A comparison
of the kinetichomogeneous
lineardispersion
relation(solidline) and the electrostatic model (dashedline) discussed
in section2 for

techniquesdevelopedfor the reducedmagnetohydrody- ambient plasma conditionsassociatedwith event I on

TOPAZ III flight(seesection4). The contours
of
namicequations
[Longcope,
1993].The algorithmcom- the
constantfrequencyare separatedby 0.5CVL•.The abbinespsuedoleapfrog[Forestand Ruth, 1990]scheme scissais in units of kñ Po+, and the ordinateis in units
for the linear terms with a secondorder Runge-Kutta of kzPo+. The domainof wavevectors
spanned
by the
scheme for the nonlinear terms. The nonlinearities in simulationregionis shadedin grey.
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structured by the hydrogenBernsteinmodes. The elec- many Fourier basisvectors oscillate with the same fretrostatic model reproducesthe LH resonanceconeover quency. This is the signature of a coherent stationa wide rangeof perpendicularwavenumberskñ Po+ - ary state which is composedof many Fourier basisvec0.5- 40. The model dispersionrelation straysfrom the tors. A narrow band filter was applied to three of these
kinetic dispersionrelation at kñ Po+ • 0.5. This devi- power bands. The results were inverse transformed
ation may be attributed to the electrostatic nature of •(kx,k•,•)
-• •(x,y,t) to determinethe spatiotemthe model. Electromagneticcorrectionsbecomesignif- poral evolution of the power band. Two snapshots

icant for wavelengthsapproachingthe electromagnetic of the temporal evolutionof • (x, y,t) for each power
skin depth Ae • 81 m. This critical wavenumber oc- band is shownin Figure 4. Each column corresponds
curs at kñ Ae - I which correspondsto kñ Po+ • 0.5 to a particular type of eigenmodeand the rows correon the plot. The fundamentalperpendicularwavenum- spondto the timest/r•H = 0 and t/r•H -- 0.13 where
ber of the simulationregionwas about kñ Po+ • 0.8. 7'LH----2 7r/•LH.
Thereforeelectromagneticcorrectionswere negligible.
3.1.1. Bound state: •/a•LH -- 0.64. This
The simulation was initialized with an equilibrium powerband (•/• = 0.32) occurredbelowthe ambient
ne -- ni smoothedparabolic density profile. The den- LHR. The spatial structure showsan m = 2 azimuthal
sity depletionwas35% and about 10 m in radius. Four dependencewith n = 2 nodeswithin the density deplebound-state eigenfunctionswere initialized from the tion. The temporal evolution indicates that it rotates
theoretical dispersionrelation in Figure 2: two eigen- in a left-handed senseabout the magnetic field. Addifunctionsfrom the n - I branch•v21/fl- -0.191 and tionally, the radial structure is well confinedwithin the
•v5•/fl - -0.171 and two eigenfunctions
from the n - 2 density depletion.

branch,•.•.•/fl - -0.309 and •vs.•/fl - -0.266. The
wave energy was conservedto 0.0015% over 1024 LH

bient LHR. The spatial structure showsan m = 1 azimuthal dependencewith n = 2 nodes within the den-

periods.

3.1.

3.1.2. Propagating state: •/(.•LH -- 2.26.
This powerband (w/• = 1.13) occurredabovethe am-

Time-Frequency

Analysis

Theevolutionoftheelectrostatic
potential• (kx,ky,t),
for a perpendicularslab (x, y) wasstoredover512 LH

sity depletion. The temporal evolution indicates that
it rotates in a right-handed senseabout the magnetic
field. Additionally, the radial structureleaksout of the
density depletion. However, the radial wavelengthof
the mode is longer outside the depletion than inside.

periods. The potential was sampledat a rate of 16 times
per a LH period to allowspectralanalysisof the dynamThis indicates that the electric field in enhanced within
ical evolution. The high sample rate was required to
resolvehigh-frequencycavity eigenmodeswhich were a the depletion.

result of the deep (35%) densitydepletion. The temporal history of the electrostatic potential was win-

3.1.3. Reflected state: •V/•VLH----1.58. This
powerband (w/• = 0.79) occurredabovethe ambient

dowedusingan ExactBlackmann-Harris
window[Har- LHR. The spatial structure showsan m = 2 azimuthal
ris, 1978]to minimizespectralleakage.This windowis dependenceoutside the depletion. However, inside the
continuous in function and first derivative at the bound-

ary and falls off at 18 dB per octave which makes it
ideal for investigatingnumericalsimulationswhere the
eigenfrequencies
are discreteand the noisetypically appears near roundoff. The temporal signalwas Fourier-

depletion there is a m - 3 azimuthal dependencewith
n = 2 nodeswithin the densitydepletion. This suggests
that the m = 2 wave is evanescentwithin, or reflected
from the density depletion. The temporal evolution indicates that external

structure

rotates in a left-handed

transformed
• (kx,ky,t) -• • (k•, ky,w) andthe electric senseabout the geomagneticfield, while the internal
field powerpower spectraldensitywas computedfrom

=

+ 2

(k•,ky,•v)]
2ß

(17)

structurerotatesin a right-handedsenseabout the geomagneticfield. The azimuthal phasevelocityof the
internal structure is about two thirds that of the exter-

nal structure.

The dispersionrelation for the simulation is shownin
Plate I for k, = 0. The dashedline at •v/• • 0.5 is
the ambient LHR. The spectral representations were 3.2.

Discussion

of the Simulation

truncated
outside
the cylindrical
regionk• + k• The qualitativeresultsof the simulationagreewith
analysis.The eigenvalues
andres8/9 (N•/2)2 to allowpartialdealiasing
of thenonlin-the lineareigenmode
ear terms[Orszag,1971]. The powerconverges
to the onancesof the linear analysismay be comparedwith
simulation
asa furtherconsistency
check.
•VLHas ky -• •x) indicatingthat the simulationcor- the numerical
rectly reproducesthe resonancebehavior of the theo- The frequency
of the boundstatew/• = 0.32 is conretical model. Additionally, weakerimagesof the reso- sistentwith the predicted•)22/• -- -0.32 for a m = 2,
nance structure appear at •Vll •-•VLHproducedby wave- n - 2 left-handedboundstate. The frequencyof the
-wave scatteringoff the m - 1, n - I eigenfunction propagatingmodew/ft = 1.13 is consistentwith the
(M12/•'•
•-- 1.03 for a m = 1, n = 2
at •v•/fl - 2.93. A distinctivefeature of the simu- predictedeigenvalue
lation dispersionrelation are the power bands where right-handedresonance.The linear eigenmodeanal-
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Plate 1. A logarithmic
colorscalerepresentation
of the powerspectraldensityof E •' in arbitrary
units for kz - 0, illustrating the dispersivepropertiesof a numericalsimulationwith A -- -0.35.

The frequency
is normalizedto the magnetizedLHR (g) and ky is in unitsof the fundamental
wavenumber.The lowerhybrid resonance
is the dashedline at •o/g m 0.5.
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Figure 4. Twos.napshots
of temporalevolution
of the powerbandsindicatedin Plate1. Each

columncorresponds
to a particulartype of eigenmode,
and the rowscorrespond
to the times
t/•LH -- 0 andt/•LH -- 0.13

ysis and the full nonlinearsimulationsare consistent interferometer axis reversed direction as the payload
to within a few percent. The differencesmay be ex- crossedthe centerlineof the event. Assumingthat the
plainedas follows:first a smoothedparabolicprofile LHSS structures are localized in the two dimensions
was used in the numerical simulation and second the
perpendicularto the magnetic field, the reversalof the
lineareignvalueanalysiswascarriedout for unbounded phase velodty indicated that LH waves rotated in a
spacewhereasperiodicboundaryconditionsare applied right-handed senseabout the geomagneticfield within
in the simulation.

The third powerbanddiscussed
(w/fl = 0.79) is also
consistent with the model. Consider that the left-hand

rotating m = 2 structureis excludedfrom within the
densitydepletion.This is indicativeof a reflectedstate.

the LHSS events.

Unfortunately,the analysisof the AMICIST data was
restricted to waves above the LHR. The power below
the LHR was severelycontaminatedby plasma waves

propagatingradially outward from the payload (payload waves). These waveswere producedby payload
'frequency
co32/•= 0.81of an m = 3, n = 3 right- potential fluctuations and are clearly not geophysical
-hand rotating resonance.Thus the filtering technique in origin. Geophysicaland payload waves are distinwas not adequateto selecta singleeigenmodein this guished by phase shift. Plasma waves produced by
instanceand the result was a superpositionof an m = 2 payload potential fluctuationspropagateradially outleft-handedreflectedstateand an m = 3, n = 3 right- ward from the payloadand havea measuredphaseshift
The internal structure is consistentwith the predicted

handed state.

of +•r (by the convention
usedby Pin,on et al. [1997]

ing rockets[Pin9onet al., 1997].The analysisdemon-

and here) whereasgeophysicalwaveshave phaseshifts
anywherebetween -•r and •r. Additionally, when payload wavesdominate the spectrum,the coherenceof the
Fourier crossspectrumis near unity.
The agreement between theoretical predictions and
AMICIST observationsfor wavesabovethe LHR suggested a reexamination of the TOPAZ III sounding

strated that the phasevelocity of LH wavesalong the

rocket data.

4. Observations of Rotating LHSS
The local frequency-wavenumberspectrum was suc-

cessful
in revealing
newdetailsaboutthe natureof
LHSSobservedby the AMICIST and TOPAZ III sound-

There

were indications

that

the LHSS
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were a

mixture of payload and geophysicalwaves. The his-

togrammethodof Beall et al. [1982]provideda technique for differentiating between these wave modes.
The localfrequency-wavenumber
spectrumrevealedthat
alongthe interferometeraxis,the phasevelocityof the
wavesabovethe LHR wasoppositeto the phasevelocity
of the wavesbelow the LHR. Assumingthat the waves
above the LHR rotate in a right-handedsense(consistent with AMICIST observations),the TOPAZ III
observations indicated that LH waves below the LHR
rotate in the left-handed sense.

Theseobservationsare in accordwith the theory presented in section 2 and simulations presented in section 3. The detailed agreementbetweentheory, experiment, and simulation for the AMICIST event discussed

19'

by Pinfon et al. [1997]suggested
a thoroughexamination

of a TOPAZ

III

event.

This section reexam-

inesevent I, discussed
by Vagoet al. [1992]. First,

• Bo
the wavelet transform techniqueis usedto examine the
event. The local frequency-wavenumber
spectrum is Figure 5. Schematicdiagram (not to scale)of the
calculated and compared with one obtained from an in- TOPAZ III interferometerconfiguration
andorientation
terferometer "flown" through the simulationdiscussed at flight time 472.4 s. The perspectiveis from fore to
in section3. The combinedresults support the conclu- aft alongthe spinaxisof the payloadand the payload
sion that LHSS are composedof rotating eigenmodes: spins counterclockwise.The antenna lie in the plane
right-handedabovethe LHR and left-handedbelow the containingthe magneticfield B0, and payloadvelocity
v (cartwheelattitude) whichallowssimultaneous
mea-

LHR.

4.1.

surementsof parallel and perpendicularelectricfields.
TOPAZ

IlI

The TOPAZ III soundingrocketwas launchednorth- to 83 mV/m peak to peak. The auroraencountered
ward out of Poker Flat, Alaska, at 0911:54 UT on Febru- was intenseand saturated the potential measurements
ary 12, 1991. The ground speedof the payload was exceptwhenthe boomswerewithin 30 degof geomag-

about 1.1 km/s at an apogeeof 1068 kin. The ex- netic field. Therefore our discussion will be limited to
the potentialsacrossthe mostlyparallelbooms.

periment passed over several auroral arcs during the
18-min flight and encounteredseveral hundred LHSS
events. Since this analysis focuseson the wave data
and density depletion, the discussionof apparatus will
be limited to the interferometerand Langmuir probe.
Detailed discussions
of telemetry and particle detectors

4.2. Local Frequency-Wavenumber Spectrum

The LHSS are localizedin spaceand their spatial
size acrossthe magneticfield is only a few or several

tensof meters[Vagoet al., 1992]. Consequently,
the
may be foundin the worksof Arnoldyet al. [1992], correspondingrocket data has transient features. The
Kintner et al. [1992],and Vagoet al. [1992].
waveletanalysisis an appropriatetechniquefor this sitThe interferometerconsistedof the two orthogonal

uation.

double-probe Weitzmann boom assembliesas shown
To perform a wavelet transform, we first need to
in Figure 5. The differencesin the spherepotentials adopta waveletprototypefunctiong(t). Then, the

(VLF12, VLF34, VLF65, VLF78)were measuredin
the frequencyrange of 10 Hz to 20 kHz to allow interferometric analysisof the plasma waves. The density measurementswere made with a 2.5-cm fixed-bias
(+5 V) Langmuirprobemountedon the VLF56 mast.
The payload spin period was about 0.1 Hz with the
spin axis oriented perpendicularto both the geomagnetic field and the rocketvelocity(cartwheelattitude)
as shown in Figure 5. The crossedantenna lay in a
plane containingthe rocket velocityvectorand the geomagnetic field. There.foreboth parallel and perpendicular electric potentials were measured. The saturation
level of the each channel of the interferometer

was set

wavelettransformof a signalE(t) is definedby

E(a,r)= •1 / dtE(t)
a (18)
g,(t-r)
a>O,

whereg* is the complexconjugateof g. The variables
r and a arethe localizationand dilatationparameters,
respectively.The Morlet function[Goupillaudet al.,
1984]

g(t)• 71
'-1/4e-ta/2e-iwø
t,

(19)

wherewo= 5.36hasbeenchosen
forthetime-frequency
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3.0

representationof the electric field. This function is a si-

nusoidof frequencymodulatedby a Gaussianenvelope
and has a simplerelation betweena, the dilatation parameter, and f, the usual frequency
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0.0

a

472.55

472.58

472.41

472.44

472.47

472.38

472.41

472.44

472.47

472.38

472.41

472.44

472.47

a
4O

wheref0 - •v0/27•. It has beenshown[Dudokde

20

Wittet al., 1995;Pinqonet al., 1997]that the wavelet
analysismay be combinedwith the local frequencywavenumberspectrumestimationtechniquedeveloped
by [Beallet al., 1982].First,thewaveletcross-spectrum
Cd(f, 7') is definedas follows:

Cd(f, r)

= E•2(f, r)E•3(f , r)

0

-20
-40
472.35
40

(21)

= [[Cd(f,
r)[[ei•"(f'•)'• (22)

•

20

•

o

where
t•istheseparation
vector
between
thetwodouble • -20
probes1-2 and 3-4. Then the waveletlocal frequency
wavenumber

is defined as

C -40
472.35

flight time

(23) Figure 6. The time signatureof the LHSSobserved
at 472.4 s flight time. (a) The fixed biased(+5 V)
a 75%dropin measured
The delimiters() denotean averageover the time lo- Langmuirprobecurrentshows
P(f , k) - (Co(f,r)J [k - kd(f , r)]).

calization parameter r. There are three main advan- currentat this time indicatinga deepdensitydepletion.
tagesto replacingthe Fouriertransformby the wavelet The LHSS structureis characterizedby the suddenin-

(472.41s)andthendecrease
(472.45s)in activity
transform. First, the wavefield is describedin terms of crease
measured
by the (b) VLF12 and (c) VLF43 channels.
planewavepacketsinsteadof planewavesand thus stationarity is no longerrequired. Second,the increased
time resolution improvesthe statistical robustnessof
the spectralestimates.Third the resolutionis optimal be attributedto payload-plasma
interactions
[Neubert
at each frequency.
et al., 1986;Vagoet al., 1992].
4.3.

Event

I

Event I occurred at 472.4-s flight time within a re-

4.4. Wavelet Analysis of Event I

The waveletlocal spectrumestimationtechniquewas

to theVLF12andVLF43channels
measured
by
gionofintense
electron
precipitation.
A sharpcutoffin applied

the powerspectraat f = 4.6 kHz prior to eventI pro- TOPAZ III duringeventI. The modulusof the wavelet
crossspectrumof the mostlyparallelchannels
VLF12
this was consistentwith fuI• -- 4.5 kHz, calculatedus- and VLF43 duringeventI is shownin Plate 2. Power

vided an estimate of the ambient LHR. Additionally,

the freingmeasured
magnetic
fieldB0 = 0.36G, andthe ion is in a logarithmiccolorscalerepresentation,
(ordinate)
isona logarithmic
scale(base2) and
densities
no+ = 3.9x 103cm-3, nil+ = 350cm
-3, and quency
is on a linearscale.The frenile+= 60cm-3 measured
by theparticleexperimentsthe flighttime (abscissa)
quencyrangeis fouroctaves
wide(1.25-20kHz). The
[ Vagoet al., 1992].

and the
The interferometerorientationduringeventI is shown maximumfrequencyis the Nyquistfrequency,
rangebelow1.25 kHz is of no geophysical
in Figure5. Themostlyperpendicular
channels
(VLF56 frequency
and VLF87) weresaturatedby the burst. Therefore interest sincethese wavesmay be attributed to paythe discussionwill be limited to the mostly parallel an- load emissions.The horizontal dashedline indicates the
tennas(the VLF12 and VLF34 channels)whichwere LHR estimated from the Fourier analysisof the VLF

at an angleof 19ø with respectto the magneticfield. hisspriorto eventI. The poweris clearlyattenuated
The signatureof the LHSSis shownin Figure6. Fig- belowthe LHR prior to and just after eventI. During
ure 6 showsthe fixed biased(+5 V) Langmuirprobe eventI, from472.15to 472.45s thereis a strongintencurrent which measureda 75% drop in current asso- sification below the LHR.
The phaseinformationof the waveletcrossspecciated with the LHSS. The VLF12 and VLF43 channels measuredtwo distinct changesin activity. First, trum may be usedto computethe local frequency-

there was a sudden increasein wave activity at 472.41

-wavenumber
spectrum
P (f, K•4), whereK•4 in m-•

s followedby a suddendecreasein activity at 472.45 is the projectionof the wavevectorontothe separation
s. The frequencyresponseof the VLF12 and VLF43 vectorbetweenthe midpointsof the 1-2 and 3-4 double
channelsbelow 1.25 kHz is not geophysicaland may probes.
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the power levelsfor the eignmodesare somewhatindependent. This independenceoccursbecauseeachindividual eigenmodeis an exact solutionto the nonlinear
systemand the mode-modecouplingis weak for these
Plate 3 (top) is logarithmiccolorscalerepresentation
amplitudes. However, the frequenciesand wavenumof the local frequency-wavenumber
spectrumfor event

K14 --

_.

4 - 7.1m

I. Frequencyis on a logarithmicscale (base 2) and

wavenumber
isin m-• in therange-1/(2d) to 1/(2d),
which correspondsto a phase shift of-•r to •r. The
vertical dashed line separatespositive phase velocities

from negativephasevelocities. The horizontaldashed
line indicates the ambient LHR.
The data show a broad band intensification above the

ambientLHR associatedwith primarily negativephase
velocities.The wavenumbersK•4 approach-1/(2d)
as the frequencyapproachesthe LHR from above. Below the LHR there are four distinct intensifications as-

sociatedwith positivephasevelocities:two near 2.5 kHz

bersof the eigenmodes
are not independent.Oncethe
parallelwavenumberkz, the densitydepth A, and the
radialextentof the cavitya havebeenchosen,the LHSS
spectrumis fixed. Each eigenm0dehas a particular
frequencyand radial wavenumber.The discreteLHSS
simulationspectrumhas been qualitativelymatchedto
four observationalwave modes(consistingof four frequenciesand four wavenumbers)with only three free
parameters(kz,A,a). The frequencyand wavenumber
of each individual eigenmodein the simulationspectrum cannot be adjustedindependentlyto match the
observationalspectrum.The qualitativeagreementbetween the observational and simulation spectra lends

at K•4 -- 0.025m-1 and K•4 -- 0.042m- • andtwonear
supportto the interpretationthat LHSSare composed
1.8 kHz at K•4 - 0.02m- x and K•4 - 0.04m-X. The
of
rotatingeigenmodes.
powernear K•4 - 0.06m-• is associated
with broadband emissionsfrom dc-1.25 kHz at a phase shift of 4.5. Discussion of the Observations
about 7r. This phaseshift indicatesthe wavesare propagatingoutwardfromthe payloadand are not geophysi- The antenna for TOPAZ III were in a plane contain-

cal (not externallyapplied).The phasevelocitychanges ing the magneticfield and the payloadvelocity.The
of phasevelocityalongthe antennadid not
discontinuously
from negativevaluesabovethe LHR to component
change
direction
duringthe event. This observation
is
positivevaluesbelow the LHR. This discontinuityhas
consistent with waves which rotate. Consider the combeenobserved
previously
by IVagoet al., 1992;Delory
et al., 1997;Pinqonet al., 1997]in relationto LH phe- ponentof phasevelocityof a right-handrotatingeigenmodealongthe 1-4 antennaas the payloadcrosses
the
nomena and LHSS.
LHSS
as
diagramed
in
Figure
7.
The
phase
velocity
is
A double-probeinterferometerwas movedacrossthe
from
4
-+
1
(negative)
from
edge
of
the
event
to
the
censimulationdiscussed
in section3 at 1.1km/s basedon
the groundspeedof the TOPAZ III rocket at apogee. terline in the first half of the LHSS and remains from

to the edgeof
The interferometer configurationwas equivalentto the 4 -+ I (negative)from the centerline
mostly parallel antenna of TOPAZ III during event I
as shown Figure 5. Plate 3 showsa comparisonbetweeneventI (top) andthe interferometer
datafromthe
numericalsimulation(bottom) of the logarithmiccolor
scalerepresentationof the local frequency-wavenumber
spectrumbelowthe ambientLHR. The frequencyis on
a logarithmicscale(base2) and the wavenumber
K•4,
is on a linear scale. The horizontal dashed line indicates

the ambient lower hybrid resonancecalculatedfrom the
Fourier analysisof the VLF hissprior to the event I.
The significantpowerin the simulationoccursbelow
the LHR sinceonly bound stateswere initialized. How-

ent
__

e velocity

ever,it hasbeendemonstrated
previously
[Pin•onet al.,
1997] that the wavesabovethe LHR are consistent
with

simulations.

The simulation

interferometer

data

showleft-handrotatingeigenmodes
(m, n) = (2, 2) and

(re,n) = (5,2) near2.5 kHz and K•4 -0.025 m-• and
K•4 = 0.04m-•, respectively.Additionally,the lefthandrotatingeigenmodes
(m, n) = (2,1) and (re,n) (5, 1) near 1.65kHz and K•4 = 0.025m-• and K•4 =
0.04m-•, respectively.Thesemodesare associated Figure 7. Schematicdiagramof the measuredcompowith positive phase velocities. The local frequencywavenumberspectraof event I (top) and the simulation interferometerdata (bottom) are in closequalitative agreement.Althoughthe simulationsare nonlinear,

nentof phasevelocityfor a right-handedrotatingmode.
The 1-4 antennameasuresthe samedirectionof phase
velocityfor the wavein the first and secondhalf of the
event. Note that the 1-4 antenna is actually mostly
parallelto the magneticfield Bo.
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Plate 2. The logarithmic
colorscalerepresentation
of the modulusof the waveletcrossspectrum of the mostlyparallelchannels
VLF12 andVLF43 duringeventI. The frequency
is on a
logarithmicscale(base2), and the flight time is on a linearscale.

the event in the second half of the LHSS.

Therefore

it

le•hand rotating wavesare shifted downwardin fre-

is clear that both the experimental interferometer data

quency.

and the simulation

It is apparent from the local frequency wavenumber spectrumthat the traditional Fouriercross-spectral
analysiswill usuallyfail to illuminate the situation when
applied to the LHSS data. Traditional Fourier crossspectraltechniquesare severelylimited by the assumption of a singleplane wave at eachfrequency.Clearly,
this assumption
is not correctfor the boundstateeigenfunctionsshownin Figure 3. Furthermore,as shownin
Figure2 for a singleparallelwavenumber,the densityof
eigenstatesof the LHSS increasesas the frequencyapproachesthe LHR. Sincethe eigenstatesnear the LHR
havethe samefrequency(energy)asymptotically,there
is a vanishinglysmall probability of exciting a single
eigenstateat the LHR. The assumptionof a singleplane
wave at each frequencyis simply not true as the fre-

interferometer

data

are consistent

with rotating wave modes. However, the payload trajectory relative to the midline of the density depletion
is unknown. If the rocket passedbelow the midline of
the density depletion one would observepositive phase
shift 1 -• 4 for a right-hand rotating wave mode and
a negative phase shift 4 -• 1 for a left-hand rotating
wave mode.

Therefore

the absolute sense of rotation

of

the wavesabout the magneticfield remainsambiguous.
Several

LHSS were examined

with both orientations

of

phase velocity for the waves above the LHR. In each
casethe waves below the LHR had the opposite phase
velocity to the wavesabovethe LHR.
The fixed-biasedLangmuir probe on the TOPAZ III
soundingrocket respondeddramatically to event I, reg-

istering a 75% drop in the probe current. For good quency approachesthe LHR. Thus the structure of the
agreement between the experiment and simulation in- eigenstatesshouldproducea distinct drop in the coherterferometerwave spectra,a 30-40% parabolicdensity ence at the ambient LHR when standard Fourier crossdepletion was required in the numerical simulations. -spectraltechniques
are used[Vagoet al., 1992;Delory
This appears to substantiatethe large drop in Lang- et al., 1997]. Last the waveletbasisfunctionsprovide
muir probe current observedon TOPAZ III. However, optimal spctral resolutionat each frequencyand elimiit must be emphasized that the Hall term dependsex- nate the restriction of stationary plane wavesinherent
plicitly on the densitygradientnot the absolutevalue of in traditional Fourier analysis. These propertiesgive
the density. Thus the numerical results are somewhat wavelet techniquesat distinct advantageover Fourier
profiledependent'.
The discontinuity
in phasevelocity techniquesin the analysisof transient phenomena.
at the LHR is the signatureof the Hall term mentioned
in section 2. The Hall frequency shift causedby the
5. Summary and Discussion
density gradient is dependenton the direction of propagation. For a cylindrical density depletion, right-hand
Lower hybrid solitary structureshave been observed
rotating wavesare shiftedupward in frequency,whereas on at leastfoursounding
rocketsMARIE [Labdieet al.,
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Plate 3. (top) Logarithmic
colorscalerepresentation
of the localfrequency-wavenumber
spectrum foreventI. (bottom)Logarithmic
colorscalerepresentation
of localfrequency-wavenumber
spectrum below the ambient LHR for the interferometer data from the numerical simulation. The

frequencyis on a logarithmicscale(base2) and the wavenumber
K•4, is on a linearscale.The
horizontaldashedline indicatesthe ambientlowerhybridresonance
calculatedfrom the Fourier
analysisof the VLF hiss prior to the event I.

1986],TOPAZ III [Kintner et al., 1992; Vagoet al., et al., 1997])attitude. The detailedagreement
between
1992],AMICIST [Pinqonet al., 1997],and PHAZEII theoryandobservation
suggest
that the physics
of LHSS
(Bonnellet. al. submittedmanuscript1997)and two is dominatedby an electronHall currentproducedby
satellitesViking [Blocket al., 1987; Potteletteet al., E x B drifting electronsand unmagnetizedions. So1988, 1992]and Freja [Erikssonet al., 1994;Dovnev lutionsto the modelwereobtainedby linearizingthe
et al., 1994].Thisphenomenon
appearsto bea common dynamicalsystemabouta parabolicdensitydepletion.
feature of the nightsideauroral zone.
Below the LHR the eigenfunctionsare discreteand roThe modeldiscussed
in this paperhasbeencompared tate in a left-handedsenseabout the magneticfield.
with LHSS observedby soundingrocketsin cartwheel Abovethe LHR the eigenfunctions
are continuousand
(TOPAZIII, herein)andpropeller
(AMICIST[Pinqon rotate in a right-handedsenseabout the magneticfield.
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The long-term(1000 lowerhybrid periods)stability of an effectiveradius of 20 m. The gyroradius of the ion
orbiting the center of the density depletionextendsbeyond the radius of the LHSS when To+ • 3 eV and

the linear eigenfunctionsin the nonlinear simulations
suggestthat the primary features of LHSS may be explained through the resonantscatteringof LH wavesoff
preexisting density depletions. Observationsof LHSS
from the TOPAZ III soundingrocketare consistentwith
rotating structures and are in agreementwith interfer-

TH+ • 50 eV. Off center ion orbits may extend outside
the LHSS.

The acceleration

mechanism

for this situa-

tion might be explained by transit time effects,where
properly phasedions are incrementallyacceleratedeach
ometer data from the numerical solutions.
time the ion passesthrough the LHSS. Finally, a nonLower hybrid collapse has been observedunder re- linear Landau resonancebetween the ion cyclotron frestrictive
conditions
in various numerical
simulations
quency and the beat wave of two rotating eigenmodes
[Shapiroet al., 1993;Seyler,1994;Shapiroet al., 1995]. may alsoproducethe observedTAI.
Traditional Fourierspectraltechniquesare limited by
Although the collapseof LH wave providespossibleexplanation for density depletions,the theories have two the assumptionof a singlestationary plane waveat each
seriousshortcomings:First, the timescalefor collapse frequency. This assumptionis clearly not appropriate
is tc •- 1 - 10 ms [Shapiroet al., 1995],but the ob- for the transient phenomenaof LHSS. The waveletfuncservedLHSS are coherent and quasi-stationaryover at tions are clearly a more appropriate basis for the deleast 20-50 ms. Second, the balance between the pon- composition of transient phenomena. The histogram
deromotive force and the pressurecannot account for method[Beallet al., 1982]removesthe constraintof a
the observed
depthof the densitydepletions[Robinson singleplane waveat eachfrequency.The combinationof
et al., 1996]. No lowerhybrid collapsehas been ob- the wavelet basis and the histogram method produces
served in simulations

where initial conditions have been

adjusted to reproduce observedparameters. The simulation power spectra shownin Plate I demonstratesthat
the wave-waveinteraction betweenrotating eigenfunctions is weak. Additionally, it can be demonstratedthat
individually, the bound statesare exact nonlineareigenfunctionsof a parabolic density profile. The eigenfunctions above the LHR are also exact nonlinear solutions,
but individually they have unboundedenergy and may
only be consideredwithin the context of a wave packet
description. The collapseconceptappearsunnecessary
for describingthe electric fields associatedwith LHSS
if the density depletionsare producedby other mechanisms. Therefore we conclude that LH wave collapse
doesnot occur for typical nightsideauroral conditions,
but the existence of LH collapse in nature is still an
open question.

The model describedherein has provided a description of the electric fields observedas LHSS. However,
the acceleration

mechanism

associated

with

the ions

has not been addressed. We suspectthat the production of TAI

is connected

with the details of the rotat-

a waveletlocal frequency-wavenumber
spectrum[Dudokde Wittet al., 1995;Pinqonet al., 1997]whichis
ideal for stituations involvingtransient phenomenawith
degenerateor near degeneratefrequencies.We suspect
that the local frequency-wavenumber
spectrumanalysis
will elucidate other transient phenomena.
This work has providednew insight into the phenomena known as LHSS. However, we have no explanation
for the origin of the density depletions. Additionally,
a direct mechanism

for the excitation

below the LHR does not exist within

of bound stated
the context of the

electrostaticmodel. These states are probably excited
through resonant scattering of long wavelength magnetosonicmodes from the density depletion. A more
complete descriptionof the scattering problem with a
concentrationon the continuum eigenfunctionswill be
presentedin a future paper.
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